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In 2020, World Energy Qatar will bring together governments, NOCs, IOCs, investors and stakeholders to shape
the future strategy for the energy industry, with support from the world’s largest LNG exporter, Qatar.

Alongside an international exhibition of the latest technology, there will be a 2-day commercial conference
where the finest minds in Oil & Gas will gather to influence the next phase of LNG growth. This is your chance
to be part of that conversation.

With Asia-Pacific and Europe increasing their LNG imports year on year,
and an ever-increasing push for cleaner and more environmentally
friendly fuels, LNG is the growth market that energy companies and
investors are turning to.
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25%

43%

Qatar is the largest LNG-exporting
country, accounting for a
quarter of the market.

Qatar is increasing its
production line by 43%.

LNG - AT A GLANCE

WORLD ENERGY QATAR

150 exhibitors

5,000 trade visitors

1,300 conference delegates

120 speakers

38.4% of total
LNG exports
are sent to
Asia-Pacific



World Energy Qatar is the only event with direct access to Qatar and
Qatar Petroleum, the largest LNG exporter in the world. With their
capability and unrivalled development, you will be part of the most
forward-thinking agenda in Oil & Gas. By sharing your knowledge,
you will be a thought-leader on issues relating to international energy
development, seen by the biggest names in our industry.

There is an abundance of great minds in the energy sector, but not all
of them take to a stage and engage with hundreds of people. Be that
expert who can, and you will be remembered by the key decision-makers
and policy holders in LNG.

World Energy Qatar will have a plethora of presentations and
discussions that affect every business involved in LNG. By offering
your insight, research and expert opinion, the global LNG industry will
work together, better as one.

As a speaker at World Energy Qatar, you will have unlimited access
to the 3-day exhibition and 2-day conference, including all technical
presentations, and an invitation to an exclusive hosted dinner.

You will also be promoted in pre-event and on-the-day marketing
material, highlighting your presentation topic, knowledge and a
dedicated Q&A interview, which will be seen and shared by the
international Oil & Gas community.
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WHY SPEAK AT
WORLD ENERGY QATAR?

Become an LNG pioneer

Showcase your talent | raise your profile

Improve our industry

Full complimentary event access
VIP

Next: choose your presentation topic
Find out more and submit your abstract at www.worldenergyqatar.com



ROLE OF GAS IN THE ENERGY
TRANSITION AND FUTURE SCENERY

• FSRU and FPSO as value-added solutions
• Reducing capital expenses and environmental impact
• Real world case studies

• Case studies welcome

• Reduce costs and keep the industry competitive
• Commercial viability of forthcoming projects

• Cost management
• Operational and technological risks
• Which ports will feature in compliance plans?
• Legal implications

• Investment criteria
• Technical and operational considerations
• Development and growth of fuels for marine

and shipping projects
• LNG bunkering

• Expanding gas pipeline and storage to secure
the supply and reduce costs

• Is there adequate infrastructure to support
the current demand?

• Existing projects and projects under construction
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CONFERENCE TOPICS
Our team of producers have put together themes that address the key
issues facing the future of LNG. If you have been working on any of these
topics or specialise in these fields of study, we want to hear from you.

FLOATING STRUCTURES AND FSRU

OPTIMISING INFRASTRUCTURE TO
IMPROVE AND SECURE THE SUPPLY

REGIONAL ROUNDTABLES

HOW TO MOVE FORWARD
WITH GAS AND LNG AS A FUEL

DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION TO KEEP
OIL & GAS COMPETITIVE

ROUNDTABLE
How the requirements to meet the
IMO Sulphur Cap 2020 have impacted the industry.

• Pricing trends: perspective from gas buyers
and gas suppliers

• Shale gas reservoirs impact LNG trading prices
Hear about the latest projects and growth
from shales gas

• Short-term vs. long-term contracts

• Impact of renewable expansion
• Where does gas fit into the future energy mix?
• Adoption of air pollution policies

PROCUREMENT AND TRADING
DYNAMICS

FINANCIAL AND STRUCTURAL
CHALLENGES TO FACE FUTURE
ENERGY PROJECTS

With an increasing number of spot trades,
traders need to adapt to new market pricing.

Consumption of gas experienced its
strongest growth in over a decade.



www.worldenergyqatar.com

+44 (0) 1923 927 377

info@worldenergyqatar.com

ROTA Exhibtions UK Ltd
1st floor Sackville House
143-149 Fenchurch Street

London, EC3M 6BL
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Submitting your presentation idea couldn’t be easier…

Just visit www.worldenergyqatar.com/call-for-papers and take two
minutes to enter your details along with a short synopsis about your
presentation.

Our panel of industry experts will then review your entry, see how it fits into
the programme and then we’ll be in touch to finalise the details.

Alternatively, send our Conference production team an email at
speak@worldenergyqatar.com, with the following information:

• Presentation title and topic
• Name
• Job title
• Company
• 100-word biography about you
• Contact details
• 500-word abstract on your presentation

T: +44 (0)1923 927 377

E: speak@worldenergyqatar.com

For conference and
presentation enquiries

For event enquiries

mailto:speak@worldenergyqatar.com
mailto:speak@worldenergyqatar.com

